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ABSTRACT ducted a series of tests in which new ion optics were
introduced to significantly reduce grid erosion [2].

A two-dimensional particle simulation code was This new accelerating system includes screen, accel-
developed to study a three-grid accelerator system erator, and negative decelerator (SAND) grids. The
with a negative decelerator grid. Ion flow through tests from this configuration show that the accelerator
the grids was simulated by the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) grid current was reduced significantly compared with
method. A Monte Carlo collision model was incor- the conventional two-grid accelerator system. This
porated to simulate charge exchange and elastic colli- result can be explained as follows: Since the deceler-
sion effects. The neutral flow field between the grids ator grid has a potential biased sufficiently negative
and downstream of the three-grid accelerating sys- and is located downstream of the accelerator grid, it
tem was determined by a Direct Simulation Monte collects most of the charge exchange ions produced
Carlo (DSMC) method. The calculated results show downstream of the accelerator system and reduces the
that the neutral density due to neutral propellant number of charge exchange ions attracted to the ac-
loss from the discharge chamber mainly determines celerator grid. Also, due to the negative voltage on
the impingement current of the accelerator grid. The the decelerator grid, the magnitude of the negative
comparison between calculated results and experi- voltage required on the accelerator grid to prevent
mental results obtained from NASA JPL is presented, electron back-streaming can be significantly reduced.

As a result, the energy of the charge exchange ions
I. Introduction which reach the accelerator grid is significantly re-

duced.
Ion propulsion provides high specific impulse The objective of this work was to use a parti-

(2,000 to 10,000 s) but at low thrust levels and low ve- cle simulation method to study the new three grid
hide acceleration (10- 4 to 10- 5 gravity). Therefore, accelerator system and to explain the JPL test re-
this propulsion system is best suited to long duration suits. With the particle simulation method, many
missions such as the heliocentric portion of interplan- physical processes can be studied and understood in
etary flights. The implication for such missions is that greater detail. A two-dimensional, three-grid particle
the ion propulsion system must have a long operation simulation code, which is an extension of the parti-
lifetime (more than 10,000 hours). However, none of cle simulation code developed at CSTAR (Center for
the lifetests has successfully demonstrated more than Space Transportation and Applied Research) for the
10,000 hours useful life at full thrust. The main prob- analysis of two-grid ion thrusters [3,4], was developed
lem is the sputtering erosion of the accelerator grid by by ERC, Inc.. In this code, the Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
the charge exchange ions produced in the residual gas method was used to simulate the ion beam and ion op-
in the vacuum test chamber. For example, in recent tics, and a Monte Carlo collision model was incorpo-
tests of a xenon two-grid system thruster conducted rated to simulate collision effects. In this new three-
at NASA Lewis Research Center [1], complete pene- grid particle simulation code, two additional physical
tration of the 0.36 mm thick molybdenum accelerator processes were included in order to investigate their
grid occurred during the 890 hours long endurance effects on the accelerator grid current. These two pro-
test period at a background vacuum chamber pres- cesses are the neutral propellant loss from the dis-
sure of 1.3 x 10- torr. Therefore, the demonstration charge chamber and elastic collision between the fast
of ion engine life and reliability remain major issues beam ions and neutral atoms.
impeding the application of ion thruster technology. The total neutral density in the grid region is

In order to reduce the accelerator grid erosion composed of two parts: Since the discharge chamber
caused by charge exchange ions, NASA/JPL has con- plasma is not fully ionized, neutral propellant gas es-

capes from the discharge chamber and flows through
the grid structure. A second source of neutral atoms
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sity in grid region, the accurate calculation of the neu- Neutral Flow
tral flow field between grids becomes very important.
A Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) model was The distribution of the neutral density resulting
used to calculate the neutral flow field within the grids from the escaping neutral propellant gas was calcu-

and downstream of the three-grid accelerating system. lated by the DSMC method. The DSMC method is
a technique for computer simulation of rarefied real

Since the cross section for the elastic collision be- gas flows by following the motions of some thousands
tween high velocity beam ions and the neutral propel- of simulated molecules [5]. For this calculation, the
lant gas flowing out of the discharge chamber is com- mean free path for neutral collisions is much larger
parable with that for the charge exchange collision, it than the dimensions of the accelerator grid structure,
is necessary to consider the elastic collision process in and intermolecular collisions can be neglected. There-
the particle simulation code. These elastic collisions fore, the only collisions which must be considered are
will deflect the beam ion from its normal trajectory those between the neutral particles and the surfaces
determined by the ion optics. Some of these deflected of the grids.
ions can directly strike the accelerator grid, contribut-
ing to the accelerator grid current. The same Monte A sketch of the computational domain is shown
Carlo collision model used for the charge exchange in Fig. 2. Particles are introduced into the com-
collision was also used for the elastic collision. putational domain at the upstream boundary (b.c.1)

Section II describes the numerical models. Sec- with a Maxwellian velocity distribution to simulate

tion III gives the calculation results and comparison the neutral flow escaping from the discharge cham-

with test results obtained from JPL. ber. Whenever a particle strikes a grid surface (b.c.5)
the particle is assumed to be completely accommo-

H . Numerical Models dated, and it leaves the surface with a random ve-
locity characteristic of a Maxwellian gas at the wall

Particle Simulation temperature (cosine distribution). Whenever a parti-
cle reaches the outer cylindrical surface of the compu-

Because of the low density and the small rate of tational domain upstream of the last downstream grid
Because of the low density and the small rate of surface (b.c.2), it is reflected back into the computa-

charge exchange and elastic collisions in ion thrusters, surface (b.c.2), it is reflected back into the computa-
direct particle simulation numerical methods with a tional domain. This is done to simulate the particles
microscopic Monte Carlo model for charge exchange entering from the surrounding region, since the con-
and elastic collisions can be used to simulate this ero- putational domain represents only a single one of the
sion problem. In our code, charged-particle simula- many apertures making up the grid system. When a
tion is based on the particle-in-cell (PC) method, particle reaches the far downstream limit of the com-
which is used to simulate the ion beam and ion op- putational domain (b.c.4) or the cylindrical surface
which is used to siulae the on ea a oo downstream of the last grid surface (b.c.3), that par-
tics. This is coupled with a Monte Carlo collision tide is removed from the computation. The compu-
method which is used to simulate the charge exchange tation continues until a steady state is achieved.
and elastic collisions, and a neutral flow simulation
based on the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) In order to avoid the singularity problem for a
method, particle approaching the z axis, a new technique for

A two-dimensional axisymmetric model is used in the particle mover was developed. First, a second-
a cylindrical geometry with the three-grid set. This order leap-frog method is used for integration of the
model can provide insight into the physical erosion equations of motion in the z, y and z directions in-
processes including ion flow, charge exchange and stead of the r, z directions.
elastic collisions, grid impingement current, and grid
erosion sputtering processes. Fig. 1 shows the cor- ane, = Zold + vedt (1)
putational domain. In this model, ions are inserted
from the upstream plasma region with random ve- Yn, = Yold + Vydt (2)
locities chosen from a Maxwellian distribution at a
temperature of 1000 K. The electron distribution in znew = old + vdt (3)
the extraction sheath is not simulated directly, but
determined by a Boltzmann distribution at the local Then, at each time step, the new radial position of a
plasma potential and a temperature of 1.5 eV. Ions particle is calculated by
which strike the grid surfaces are removed from the
computational domain and the sputter yield is de- r= z/. + yew (4)
termined from their energy. The grid impingement

e w

currents are determined by the charge carried by the
ions which strike the grid. Primary beam ions leave The neutral densities obtained from this calcu-
the computational domain through the downstream lation and the uniform density of the residual gas in
plasma. Thermal plasma ions are extracted from the the vacuum chamber were then added together and
downstream plasma and are attracted toward the grid ue a te e back round density for
structure. The downstream plasma electrons are alsoused as the neutral particnge backgrision, elastic colli-
distributed according to a Boltzmann distribution, the PIC/MC charge exchange collision, elastic colli-
and the plasma density is determined using experi- sion and sputtering calculations.
mental data.
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Charge Exchange and Elastic Collisions Table 1. Input parameters for SAND
three grid configuration

The same Monte Carlo collision model was used three grid configuration

for both the charge exchange collisions and elastic
collisions. The distribution of free flight times be- Screen hole diameter 1.91 mm
tween two collisions for a constant collision frequency Accelerator hole diameter 1.14 mm
is given by, Decelerator hole diameter 1.52 mm

t = - In(1 - rs)/v (5) SThickness of these grids 0.38 mm
where rl is a random number uniformly distributed Sreen/accel distance 0.61 mm
between 0 and 1 and t is the free flight time between Scre . d e 01
collisions. The constant collision frequency v is a sum Accel/decel. distance 0.51 mm
of the real collision frequency and the null collision Screen grid open fraction 0.67
frequency [3,4]. Propellant Utilization 73%

The calculation procedure is to choose a random Discharge Voltage 45 V
number ri which determines a free-flight time accord- Screen grid potential 1535 V
ing to Eq.(5). Then, the particle is allowed to move Accelerator id potential -205 V
for this amount of time to a new position where the
relative collision velocity is determined. The selection Decelerator grid potential -83 V
of which collision process occurs is made with a sec- Electron temperature 1.5 eV
ond uniformly distributed random number r2 in the Ion temperature 1000 K
range 0< r2 <1. The collision process m is selected if Beam current 3.5 A

Beam current 3.5 A
m-1 m Background pressure 3x10-5 Torr

<r2 < (6)
i-1 i=1

Where vi is the collision frequency of the collision pro- The calculated electric potential contours for the
cess i. If the collision is the null collision, no change in SAND configuration are shown in Fig. 3. The
the particle velocity occurs and the calculation con- calculated accelerator and decelerator grid currents
tinues. If the collision is the charge exchange collision, for the SAND endurance test are given in Table 2.
a third random number r3 is chosen and the colliding These results include the effects of neutral propellant
ion velocity is reduced to a randomly chosen thermal loss, charge exchange collisions, elastic collisions, and
velocity. If the collision is an elastic collision, a third downstream plasma extraction. The calculated accel-
random number r3 is chosen and is used to calculate erator grid current is lower than the measured value
the deflection angle based on the differential elastic by approximately 37%. There are two possible rea-
scattering cross section. After the new ion velocity is sons for the low calculated value of accelerator grid
determined the calculation continues, impingement current: 1) In the experiment, the ion

beamlet current density profile is nonuniform across
III. Simulation Results the diameter of the ion thruster. However, our 2-D

numerical model only calculates the grid impingement
Several simulations were performed to compare currents for a single aperture of the thruster. This

with the experimental results obtained during tests difference may result in a lower calculated accelera-
conducted at the NASA/JPL [2]. These simulations tor grid current. 2) In the experiment, the alignment
included the effects of neutral flow from the discharge between the screen and accelerator grids is imperfect
chamber, elastic collision between beam ions and neu- and may change when the grid structure is heated
trals and downstream plasma extraction. The effect during operation. Any axial misalignment between
of these processes on the grid impingement currents the grid apertures could cause an increase in the di-
for both accelerator grid and decelerator grid were rect impingement of primary beam ions on the grids,
investigated. The energy distributions of ions which thereby increasing the measured grid current.
reach the accelerator and the decelerator grids were
also calculated.

Simulation of the SAND Ion Optics Table 2. The comparison of the simulation results and
The simulation of the SAND endurance test was the experiment results for the SAND Optic.

performed for the same experimental conditions. The
dimensions and the operating parameters for the Ratio of accel Ratio of deceL
SAND simulation are given in Table 1. Assumptions Ra o  L  R t  dece

were made for the downstream plasma density and grid current to grid current to
electron temperature because experimental data for beam current (%) beam current (%)
these variables were not available. The downstream Simulation 0.22 0.64
plasma density was adjusted to 101 m-3 to provide Experiment 0.35 0.64
the experimentally measured value of the decelerator
grid current.
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Table 3. Current distribution on the surfaces of the accelerator grid and the decelerator grid for the
SAND simulation

Current distribution on the surfaces of Current distribution on the surfaces of
the accelerator id (%) the decelerator grid (%)

surface upstream downstream interior upstream downstream interior

% 9.0 42.6 48.4 1.9 92.0 6.1

Our calculated results confirmed that the addi- the contribution of neutral density resulting from the
tion of a negative third grid to a conventional two-grid neutral propellant loss. The calculated impingement
system results in a significant reduction in the charge currents for the accelerator grid and decelerator grid
exchange ion erosion rate of the accelerator grid. The are given in Table 4. The predicted grid current based
majority of the charge exchange ions are created far on the calculation which included the neutral loss is in
downstream from the decelerator grid and most of much better agreement with the experimental result.
them are collected by the negative decelerator grid
before they can reach the accelerator grid. Therefore,
the flux of ions to the accelerator grid is substantially Table 4. The effect of neutral density on the grid
reduced even at high vacuum chamber pressures. In currents.
addition, the negative decelerator grid potential per-
mits a reduction in the negative voltage which must o of a L R o
be applied to the accelerator grid to prevent electron Ratio of ac ce  Ratio of deceL
backstreaming. This, in turn, reduces the energy and grid current to grid current to
sputtering yield of charge exchange ions which strike beam current (%) beam current (%)
the accelerator grid. These two features serve to sig- With
nificantly reduce the erosion rate of the accelerator neutral loss 0.22 0.64
grid. Without

The energy distributions for the scattered ions neutral loss 0.09 0.60
which reach the accelerator grid and the decelerator
grid are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.
The percentage of collected ions on each surface, up- The contribution due to escaping neutral propel-
stream, downstream and interior, are given in Table 3. lant flow is large only within the grid structure, so
These results indicate that only a few scattered ions, more charge exchange ions are created in the region
created by elastic collision, have high energy and di- between the grids. Most of the charge exchange ions
rectly strike the upstream surface of the accelerator which are created within the grid structure are at-
grid. Most of the scattered ions have low energy (less tracted directly to the accelerator grid. That is why
than the potential of the decelerator grid) and are the decelerator current does not change significantly
collected by the downstream surface of the deceler- between the two cases.
ator grid. Since the decelerator grid is biased at a
smaller negative potential relative to the neutralized Elastic collisions
beam than the accelerator grid of a two grid system,
the sputter yield of the decelerator grid is much less The cross sections for the elastic collision and the
significant. charge exchange collision for argon are shown in Fig.

7 (6,7]. These two collision processes have compara-
Neutral Flow Simulation ble cross sections. This means that the production

rate of elastic scattering ions and charge exchange
Fig. 6 shows the neutral density contours and ions will be similar. Since the scattering angle of the

the computational particle velocities on each compu- elastic collision is less than 90 degrees, elastic scat-
tation grid, obtained after the simulation reached a tered ions created downstream of the decelerator grid
steady state and averaged over 500 time steps. These can not reach the grids. However, high energy beam
results indicate that the neutral density due to neutral ions elastically scattered in the region between the
propellant loss is the major part of the total neutral grids may be deflected into the grids and cause grid
density within the grid structure, and it can not be erosion. The calculated accelerator grid and deceler-
neglected for the calculation of charge exchange col- ator grid currents are shown in Table 5 for two differ-
lisions at a background pressure of 3x10- s Torr. ent cases: with elastic collisions and without elastic

collisions. The accelerator grid current, after adding
Simulations including charge exchange and elas- the elastic collision process, increases about 29 per-

tic collisions were performed both with and without cent. This means that the elastic collision process is
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important to the accurate calculation of the accelera- Table 6. The effect of downstream plasma density
tor grid current in the three-grid accelerator system.
Since most of the ions striking the decelerator grid on the grid currents

come from downstream, the effect of elastic collisions
on the decelerator grid can be neglected. Ratio of acceL Ratio of deceL

grid current to grid current to
Table 5. The effect of elastic collision on the grid beam current beam current

currents (%)
With

Ratio of acceL Ratio of deceL downsteam 0.22 0.64

grid current to grid current to plasma density
beam current (%) beam current (%) Without

With elastic downstream 0.19 0.12With elastic
collision 0.22 0.64 plasm density
Without
elastic coil. 0.17 0.61

Two additional calculations were made with as-
sumed vacuum chamber pressures of lx10- 5 and

. 6 x 10-' Torr to evaluate the effect of vacuum cham-
In addition, the energy distribution and current ber pressure on grid erosion. The same 0.1 percent

distribution on the surfaces of the accelerator grid also ionization of the downstream gas was assumed. The
have been changed by the inclusion of the elastic colli- calculated grid impingement currents are listed in Ta-
sion. There are more particles reaching the upstream ble 7 and are plotted in Fig. 8. Both accelerator and
and interior surface of the accelerator grid, and they decelerator grid current increase with vacuum cham-
have higher energy. That is because the scattered ber pressure, but the decelerator grid current exhibits
beam ions have higher energy than the charge ex- a muh reater increase.
change ions. This result indicates the erosion rate of a much greater increase
the upstream surface of the accelerator grid is mainly
determined by elastic scattered ions.

Table 7. The effect of background pressure on
Simulation of Downstream Plasma the grid currents (at 0.1% ionization of

Two different simulations were performed: one downsam plasma density).
that included ion extraction from the downstream
plasma and one that did not. If ion extraction from Ratio of acceL grid Ratio of deceL grid
the downstream plasma is not included in the simu- Pressure current to beam current to beam
lation, the charge exchange ions created upstream of
the downstream plasma boundary are insufficient to tonr current (%) current (%)
provide the experimentally observed accelerator and 1x10 5  0.16 0.23
decelerator grid impingement currents. However, if 3x10-5 0.22 0.64
thermal ions can be extracted from the downstream- 0.
plasma and accelerated back to the grids, the grid 6>10" 0.32 1.25
current will increase and these ions will contribute to
the grid erosion [3,4,8,9].

The ion extraction rate from the downstream
plasma depends on the downstream plasma density
and the downstream electron temperature. Since the IV. Conclusion
downstream plasma density and the downstream elec-
tron temperature are not available for the SAND test, Our calculated results confirmed that the addi-
They are assumed for this simulation. The down- tion of a negative third grid to a conventional two-grid
stream plasma density was adjusted to obtain the system results in a significant reduction in the charge
same decelerator grid impingement current as was exchange ion erosion rate of the accelerator grid and
measured during the JPL SAND endurance test. The a significant reduction in the sputter yield of the de-
required plasma density is I x 101 m - 3 , and this rep- celerator grid.
resents an ionization fraction of only 0.1 percent for
the measured vacuum chamber pressure. The calcu- The neutral density due to neutral propellant loss
lated accelerator and decelerator grid impingement is the major part of the total neutral density within
currents are given in Table 6. The calculated results the grid structure at a background pressure of 3 x 10 5-

indicate that ion extraction from the downstream Torr. This neutral density determines the charge ex-
plasma has a significant effect only on the decelerator change collision rate in the grid region, thereby de-
grid current. termining the current of the accelerator grid.
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Figure 1. Computational domain for the SAND simulation.
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Figure 2. Computational domain for the DSMC calculation of neutral density

distribution.
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Figure 3. Electron potential contours for the SAND simulation.
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Figure 4. Energy distribution of scattering Figure 5. Energy distribution of scattering
ions on the surfaces of the accel. grid. ions on the surfaces of the decel. grid.
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Figure 6. Neutral density contours and neutral particle velocities for the DSMC
simulation of escaping neutral propellant flow. (The uniform density of residual
gas in the vacuum chamber is 1018 m-3 .)
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Figure 7. The scattering cross sections of Argon Figure 8. Calculated grid currents as a function
ions in Argon. of vacuum chamber pressure.
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